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City Hall
330 W. 20th Avenue
San Mateo CA 94403
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Agenda Number:  7 Section Name: {{section.name}} File ID: {{item.tracking_number}}

TO: City Council

FROM: Drew Corbett, City Manager

PREPARED BY: Police Department

MEETING DATE: October 21, 2019 

SUBJECT:
Edward Byrne 2019 Justice Assistance Grant Program - Application

RECOMMENDATION:
Adopt a Resolution to approve the submittal of an application to the United States Department of Justice, Bureau of 
Justice Assistance, for the Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant Program for the 2019 local solicitation in the 
amount of $18,176; and if awarded, authorize execution of all required documents and appropriate funds to the Police 
Grants Budget Program.

BACKGROUND:
The Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant (JAG) program provides federal criminal justice funding to state and 
local jurisdictions to support a range of law enforcement programs.  Applicants are limited to units of local government 
appearing on the 2019 JAG Allocations List.  The procedure for allocating JAG funds is a formula based on population and 
crime statistics in combination with a minimum allocation to ensure each State receives an appropriate share.  Sixty 
percent of funding is allocated to the states, and forty percent is allocated to local recipients.  The City of San Mateo’s 
2019 allocation is $18,176.

JAG has several primary purpose areas:  Law enforcement; prosecution and court; prevention and education; corrections 
and community corrections; drug treatment; planning, evaluation, and technology improvement; and crime victim and 
witness protection.  Within these purpose areas, funds may be used for state and local initiatives, technical assistance, 
strategic planning, research and evaluation, data collection, training, personnel, equipment, forensic laboratories, supplies, 
contractual support, and criminal justice information systems.

In order to address the ever-changing and dynamic needs of a critical incident, the Police Department has recently 
established a Specialist Officer Team designed to rapidly deploy specially trained officers to a critical incident. The San 
Mateo Police Department has submitted for grant funds to purchase law enforcement equipment for use by our Specialist 
Officer Team.  

As first responders, patrol officers may respond to critical incidents such as a hostage situation or a barricaded suspect. 
The initial tactics employed by patrol officers can play a crucial role in successfully resolving a critical incident. These types 
of incidents require a heightened level of tactical approach beyond what the average officer maintains.  Having the ability 
to put well-trained and well-equipped specialist officers on the front lines as quickly as possible increases the likelihood of 
a successful resolution of the incident.  In addition to responding to critical incidents, specialist officers also respond to 
high-risk crimes in progress as part of their duties as regular patrol officers, where the presence of their team-issued 
specialized equipment may offer a tactical advantage.  Equipment will include tactical rifles with related accessories such 
as lighting. By using the JAG funding to purchase this specialized equipment, the Police Department enhances its ability to 
bring about and maintain order in a critical incident situation, while providing enhanced safety for officers and the public.
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In addition, the grant terms require that 3% of the award ($546) be dedicated towards achieving compliance with the new 
statistics and reporting system that will be implemented by the FBI in 2021 – the National Incident Based Reporting System 
(NIBRS).  This set aside will be used to support attendance at a training conference for staff responsible for collecting and 
submitting crime statistics.  This training will help our staff further understand how the existing records management 
system, which is used to report crime data works and to network with other agencies that have the same system, works to 
ensure proper system set up to report NIBRS information.  

BUDGET IMPACT:
The equipment is estimated to cost approximately $22,080.  In addition, the grant requires $546 (3%) of the amount 
awarded be set aside for achieving NIBRS compliance. If the grant is awarded, Council approval is requested to appropriate 
$18,176 into the Police Grants Fund.  There are sufficient funds in the Police Department operating budget in fiscal year 
2019-20 to cover the $4,450 difference between total costs and the amount covered by the JAG grant.  

ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINATION:
This action is not a project subject to CEQA, because it can be seen with certainty that it will not cause a physical change in 
the environment. (Public Resources Code Section 21065.)

NOTICE PROVIDED
All meeting noticing requirements were met.

ATTACHMENTS
Att 1 - Proposed Resolution

STAFF CONTACT
Dave Norris, Captain
dnorris@cityofsanmateo.org
(650) 522-7681

Tricia Toomey, Business Manager
ttoomey@cityofsanmateo.org
(650) 522-7623


